Without a gauge fixing, canonical variables for the light-front SU(2) gluodynamics are determined. The Gauss law is written in terms of the canonical variables. The system is qualified as a generalized dynamical system with first class constraints. Abeliazation is a specific feature of the formulation (most of the canonical variables transform nontrivially only under the action of an Abelian subgroup of the gauge transformations). At finite volume, a discrete spectrum of the light-front Hamiltonian P + is obtained in the sector of vanishing P − . We obtain, therefore, a quantized form of the classical solutions previously known as non-Abelian plane waves. Then, considering the infinite volume limit, we find that the presence of the mass gap depends on the way the infinite volume limit is taken, which may suggest the presence of different "phases" of the infinite volume theory.
Introduction
The light-front formulation of relativistic dynamics has been widely discussed since the work of Dirac [1] . Its virtue is the presence of a kinematic semi-positive observable, the momentum component P − . It generates shifts along the longitudinal direction x − = (x 0 − x 3 )/ √ 2 at a fixed light-front time x + = (x 0 + x 3 )/ √ 2. As such, it should be quadratic in the canonical variables even in the presence of an interaction (such variables are called kinematic). For a system with no tachyons (P 2 = P − P + − P 2 ⊥ ≥ 0, P 0 ≥ 0), P − is semi-positive, and the subspace annihilated by P − contains the translation invariant vacuum state. In addition, for a system with no massless states (i.e. having a mass gap), the above subspace contains only the states of vanishing four-momentum. Therefore, in the light-front formulation, finding the vacuum state and the Fock space of such a system are kinematic problems.
The light-front formulation also induces a specific kind of intuition believed to be valuable in many physical situations (for a review, see Refs. [2] ). For example, the light-front formulation turns out to be closely related to the infinite momentum frame limit [3] , and to the notion of constituent quarks [4] . We also note that the light-front formulation in a finite volume appears in discussions of recent developments of M-theory [5] .
Thus, the light-front formulation of gauge theories and, in particular, of gluodynamics, is a worthwhile goal. However, up to the moment, the light-front formulation of the gauge theories is less well developed, in our opinion, than the conventional equal-time formulation. The reason for the above assertion is that, to overcome technical difficulties, the light-front formulation has been confined to fixed gauges (almost always, to the light-cone gauge [6, 7] , or to other gauges [8, 9] ). On the other hand, a general formulation of a gauge theory (see, e.g., Ref. [10] ) may better start with a determination of the canonical variables prior to any gauge fixing. In the case of the equal-time formulation of the gauge theories, the canonical variables are E and A. With this accomplished, one is to find the constraints and calculate the algebra of the Poisson brackets involving the constraints and the Hamiltonian. After that, the system is qualified as a generalized dynamical system with first class constraints (the case of the equal-time formulation of the gauge theories), and a well-developed machinery to treat such a system, in particular, by fixing a gauge and introducing the Faddeev-Popov ghosts, becomes available.
In this paper, we determine the canonical variables of the light-front SU(2) gluodynamics without a gauge fixing. The light-front version of the Gauss law is also determined, and the system is qualified as a generalized dynamical system with first class constraints. Thus, the light-front formulation of a gauge theory is established on a par with the conventional equal-time formulation.
A specific feature of the formulation obtained is that it has a form of an Abelian gauge theory, because most of the canonical variables transform nontrivially only under the action of the Abelian subgroup of the gauge transformations which leaves the component A − of the gauge field invariant. Thus, we obtain a version of the Abelian projection [11] without a gauge fixing.
We also consider a gauge invariant reduction of the dynamics to the configurations of zero P − . To this end, we diagonalize P − , i.e., identify the excitations carrying the nonzero quanta of the longitudinal momentum. Then, the reduction is obtained by nullifying the canonical variables corresponding to these quanta. If there is a mass gap in gluodynamics, and the light-front formulation is "correct" (i.e., equivalent to the equal-time formulation), we expect the light-front Hamiltonian P + to be vanishing on the equations of motion of this reduced dynamics. While the reduced dynamics is indeed much simpler than the complete one, the vanishing of P + is not evident. This brings up another important issue, namely, the dependence of the formulation on the infrared regularization. To determine the canonical variables, we need to introduce a gauge invariant infrared cutoff. In this paper, we use a compactification on a torus imposing periodic boundary conditions on the gauge fields along the x − direction. Then, it turns out that the reduced P + does vanish on field configurations decaying fast enough at the infinity of the transverse plane, and is nontrivial on the configurations of nonzero asymptotics at the transverse infinity. Not surprisingly, in the latter case, the above reduced dynamics turns out to be a dynamics of the zero modes [12] , i.e., of the fields with an imposed dependence on the longitudinal and transverse space coordinates. The classical solutions of the gauge field equations obtained in the framework of the reduced dynamics coincide up to a gauge with the previously known "non-Abelian plane wave" solutions due to Coleman [13] . The invariance of the quantum theory with respect to certain "large" gauge transformations gives a quantization condition for these non-Abelian plane waves. Therefore, the spectrum of P + on the subspace of vanishing P − turns out in this case to be discrete, bounded from below, and the quantum of the spectrum is proportional to (g 2 L)/V ⊥ , where V ⊥ is the volume of the compactified transverse plane, g is the gauge coupling, and L is the length of the compactified direction x − . Note that this scaling of the quantum of the light-front energy holds for any nonzero number of the transverse dimensions, and the presence of the coupling makes the dimension correct.
We conclude that there is no mass gap in the finite volume light-front gluodynamics. On the other hand, the spectrum of the light-front gluodynamics at infinite volume is qualitatively dependent on the way the infinite volume limit is taken. If L is taken to infinity first, the mass gap can be generated. If V ⊥ is taken to infinity before L, the resulting theory, if it exists, has no mass gap. Therefore, this can indicate that the finite volume theory contains markers (V ⊥ and L) for different "phases" of the infinite volume theory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the canonical variables for SU(2) gluodynamics without a gauge fixing, using Faddeev-Jackiw approach to constrained systems [14] . Then, in Section 3, we present the light-front Gauss law, which, in analogy with the equal-time fromulation, generate the local gauge transformations of the canonical variables. In section 4, we write the equation for the zero modes which is necessary to determine the light-front Hamiltonian. In Section 5, we show that the reduced dynamics at P − = 0 leads to non-Abelian plane waves solutions, and we find their quantum spectrum. Section 6 contains discussion and conclusion.
Canonical Variables
We start with the action of the SU(2) gluodynamics:
where
is a strength tensor of the gauge field A a µ ; a, b, c, ... are color indices running from 1 to 3, and k is a Lorentz transverse index running from 1 to 2.
Our aim is to give a canonical formulation of the system (1) with x + as time. To this end, we will make a chain of transformations of the field variables. Every transformation will be one-to-one, or will introduce new auxiliary variables expressible via the initial variables. At each step, we will keep track of the form that the terms of the action with the time derivatives assume. Ultimately we will obtain the canonical form, i p iqi (the overdot denotes the time derivative), for these terms, and will recognize p i and q i as canonically conjugated variables. This way of treatment is in the spirit of the Faddeev-Jackiw approach to constrained systems [14] .
What complicates this program is the way the time derivatives of A a k enter the action
A simplification of this term is the reason to confine the formulation to the lightcone gauge [6, 7] . This approach is not available for us, as we explained above. Instead, to simplify this term, we suggest a transformation to new variables for A a k . We will denote themÃ a k . The correspondence between the initial variables A a k and the new variablesÃ a k taken at the same moment of time is one-to-one and depends on the configuration of A a − at the same moment of time.
Another ingredient of treating the term with the time derivatives of A a k is taken in concord with [6, 7] . That is, we compactify the theory along the x − direction. Namely, all the fields are considered to be periodic in x − : A a µ (x − = −L/2) = A a µ (x − = L/2). In this case, the spectrum of D − is discrete, and it becomes evident that the components of A a k nullified by D − are non-dynamical. One may neglect this subtlety at the expense of appearance of infrared divergences in the formulation.
To begin our chain of variable transformations, we start with the less problematic terms with the time derivative of A a − . The first term in the square brackets of Eq. (1) contains a square of the time derivative of A a − . In the case of the equal-time formulation, the time derivatives of all space components of the gauge field enter the action in this way. In the case under consideration, we will treat the time derivatives of the component A − in analogy with the equal-time formulation [10] . Namely, to get an action linear in time derivatives, we substitute the action (1) by an equivalent action:
where E a is considered as an independent variable. To see the equivalence, take the variation with respect to E a and substitute back in (2) its extremal value F a +− . Now Eq. (2) is linear in the time derivatives, and the content of the round bracket gives the light-front energy yielded by the Noether procedure:
The E a will enter the definition of the canonical variable E a = E a + ... conjugated to A a − (see below Eq. (15)). The terms of E a denoted by the dots will come from the terms with the time derivatives of A a k expressed in terms of the new variablesÃ a k . The new variablesÃ a k of the next stage of the variable transformations are connected with the initial variables A a k by a gauge transformation depending on A a − :
where σ a are the Pauli matrices, and U is a matrix of SU(2) depending on A a − . The gauge transformation is the one that connects the initial field configuration to the corresponding configuration in the light-cone gauge:
Below we systematically use the tilde over a quantity to denote the quantity gauge transformed to the light-cone gauge. The crucial point is that the transformation from A a k toÃ a k is one-to-one at fixed A a − . Obviously, the transformation from A a − toÃ a − is not one-to-one. The transformation from A a + toÃ a + is one-to-one, but it involves time derivatives of A a − . Thus, we keep the initial configurations A a ± as independent variables and consider the variablesÃ a ± as functionals of the independent variables. For an illuminating discussion of the gauge transformation to the light-cone gauge see, for example, Ref. [15] , where explicit formulas for U can be found.
We now need to express the term F a −k F a +k of Eq. (2), which contains the time derivatives of A a k , in terms of the new set of variables A a ± ,Ã a k . By the gauge invariance, the form of F a −k F a +k in terms ofÃ a ± ,Ã a k is known: it isF a −kF a +k . Thus, we need to expressÃ a ± in terms of A a ± . The connection between A a − and α (recall thatÃ a − = δ 3a α) is easy to find considering a gauge invariant quantity expressible in terms of the component A a − alone. It is the trace of the large Wilson loop embracing the whole span of the compactified direction x − . Thus, in what follows, we will treat α as a known functional of A a − . To expressÃ a + in terms of A a ± , we need to introduce special bases in the space of field configurations. The connection will be found between the coefficients of the expansions of the tilded and untilded fields over the tilded and untilded bases. These expansions are an important ingredient of our approach.
From now on, we switch over from the components with color indices to matrices: A µ = A a µ σ a /2, σ a are the Pauli matrices. We will consider two sets of bases in the space of field configurations, χ p andχ p , where p is an index described below, and every χ p ,χ p is a traceless matrix field depending on the space-time coordinates.
The bases are complete and orthonormal, χ p |χ p ′ = δ pp ′ , χ p |χ p ′ = δ pp ′ , with respect to the following scalar product in the space of matrix fields:
Therefore, any field is expressible as a sum over the bases:
For the components of the fields with respect to the bases, we will use the notation A p µ = χ p |A µ . The fields will be expanded only over the corresponding bases: tilded over tilded basis, unilded over untilded. Note that the expansion coefficients are independent of x − .
The bases χ p andχ p are the bases of eigenfunctions of the operatorsp ≡ D − /i and p ≡D − /i, respectively:p χ p = pχ p ,pχ p = pχ p .
Note that bothp andp are Hermitian with the scalar product (4). Intuitively, the eigenvalues p correspond to the values of the quanta of the longitudinal momentum P − . It is easy to understand that they are gauge invariant. Thus, there is no tilde over the eigenvalue p in the second of the Eqs. (5) . We also indiscriminately interchange the label on the eigenfunction and the eigenvalue. Now we give an explicit form ofχ p . Recalling the definitionsÃ a
where n is a number of the Fourier mode, and σ is an index to label the splitting of the level due to the presence of the gauge field. And the corresponding eigenfunctions arẽ
Now, we give a representation for χ p . If U is the unitary matrix of the gauge transformation fromÃ µ to A µ , A µ = U(Ã µ − ∂ µ /(ig))U † , it is easy to check that
In words: the eigenfunctions are transformed uniformly under the gauge transformations. The crucial difference between the tilded and untilded bases is that the one corresponding to the light-cone gauge is independent of the time and transverse space coordinates. We will exploit this property of the tilded basis in what follows. Now we are ready to expressÃ p + in terms of A p ± . To this end, consider a gauge invariant object χ p |F −+ at nonzero p (it is gauge invariant, because both χ p and F −+ are transformed uniformly and the scalar product involves the trace). Calculated in the light-cone gauge, it is ipÃ p + (to see this, note that χ p |˙Ã − is vanishing at nonzero p). While in terms of the initial variables, it is ipA p + −Ȧ p − . Thus, we havẽ
These expressions are summarized as follows:Ã + is linear in A + andȦ − . This observation helps to keep track of the terms of the action involving the time derivatives of A − .
To express the zero mode ofÃ + , χ 0 |Ã + ≡Ã 0 + , in terms of A ± , we consider another gauge invariant object, χ p |D + χ p , for an eigenvector χ p with nonzero commutator [χ p , χ † p ] = ǫ(p)χ 0 . The function ǫ(p) above is gauge invariant and easy to calculate using (7) . Calculated in the light-cone gauge, χ p |D + χ p = −igǫ(p)Ã 0 + , while in the initial variables it is ǫ(p)( χ 0 |U † ∂ + U − igA 0 + ). To obtain the last expression, Eq. (8) was used. Thus,
Now we go back to the term F −k |F +k of the action (2). Using Eq. (9), the represen-tationsF −k =D −Ãk − ∂ kÃ− ,F +k =Ȧ k −D kÃ+ , and the completeness of the baseχ p , we derive
The second term in the rhs of Eq. (11) comes from the product ∂ kÃ− |˙Ã k , and is obtained via integration by parts. The rhs is linear in F +− . The coefficient by F +− will give a contribution to E, the canonical variable conjugated to A − . Another contribution to E will come from the term ∂ kÃk |˙Ã − of Eq. (11) because˙Ã − is linear inȦ − . To express˙Ã − in terms ofȦ − , we use Eq. 
The time derivative of the gauge invariant eigenvalue can be calculated as a time derivative of an expectation value over the untilded eigenvector of the untilded operatorp:
where we have taken into account that [χ p(n,−) , χ p(n,+) ] = χ 0 / √ L. With Eqs. (11)-(13), action (2) can be transformed to
In the above Eq. (14), E and A − are the canonically conjugated variables, the content of the round brackets is the Hamiltonian, and the last line contains the Lagrange multiplier A + . Eq. (15) is to be used to express E of the Hamiltonian in terms of the canonical variables. The last step in the variable change is to reveal the canonical variables connected with A k . Using the completeness of the basisχ p , we rewrite the relevant term:
where the dagger means complex conjugation. Note that the independence on the tilded basis of the time was crucial: we substituted the projections of the time derivative˙Ã k on the basis vectors by the time derivatives of the projections. Notice now that A (−p) = (A p ) † for any Hermitian field A. This observation makes evident that
Up to the total time derivative, the rhs of Eq. (16) takes the canonical form p>0 P p kQ p k after the substitution a p k = (Q p k + iP p k )/ √ 2. We conclude that a p k (x ⊥ ) are the canonical variables with the following Poisson bracket:
Notice that the lhs of Eq. (16) expressed with Eq. (17) in terms of the canonical variables could contain the time derivatives of p, but these terms are cancelled against each other. An important explanation is in order: Eq. (16) contains the inequality p > 0. It may seem that the fulfillment of this inequality depends on the configuration of A − . This though is not the case, because we can treat the gα of Eq. (6) as the splitting of the levels ofp. As such, it is constrained by the inequality
In fact, the whole construction can be reformulated without use of the transformation to the light-cone gauge. In this reformulation, gα is defined as the minimal splitting between the levels ofp, and χ p are defined as the eigenfunctions ofp. After this explanation, we can label the canonical variables a p k of Eq. (17) by n > 0 and the discrete variable σ = −1, 0, +1 related to p: p = 2πn/L+ σgα. There are also degrees of freedom a p k corresponding to n = 0, p = gα. We will stick in what follows to the more compact labeling by the eigenvalue p > 0.
It is important that the dynamical variables a p k are not in one-to-one correspondence with A k . The latter contains more information. Namely, it contains a zero mode B k (≡Ã 0 k ):
The crucial observation is that the zero mode B k enters only the Hamiltonian in the round bracket of Eq. (14) , and not the terms involving the Lagrange multiplier A + . The variation with respect to the latter gives the light-front version of the Gauss law. It consists of two components. The first component comes from the variation of the first term of the second line of Eq. (14), while the second component comes from the second term. Note that these terms can be varied independently, since the first term contains only the nonzero modes of A + , while the second term depends only on the zero modeÃ 0 + . The variation of the Hamiltonian with respect to B k gives an equation linear in B k . Solving it, one determines B k in terms of the canonical variables.
The Gauss Law
Next, we write down the components of the Gauss law. The first component is
and the second,
where ∆ ⊥ ≡ ∂ 2 1 + ∂ 2 2 , and ǫ(p) was previously introduced by the relation [χ p , χ † p ] = ǫ(p)χ 0 . Note that the first component holds at any space-time point, while the second is independent of x − and holds at any point of the transverse plane at any moment of the light-front time. Also note that ǫ(p) = −σ/ √ L, where p = 2πn/L + σgα. The natural next step is to calculate the Poisson brackets between the canonical variables and the components of the Gauss law smeared with some weights. The expectation is that the components of the Gauss law will generate the local gauge transformations of the canonical variables. A simple calculation supports this expectation. The first component of the Gauss law (21) generates the gauge transformation of the canonical variables with the local parameter φ orthogonal to the zero mode, χ 0 |φ = 0. As the form of Eq. (21) shows, this transformation leaves a p k invariant. That we already know from the definition (17) . To see this, notice thatÃ p k = F p −k /(ip) at nonzero p. The second component of the Gauss law (22) generates the leftover Abelian gauge transformations whose local parameters are proportional to the zero mode, φ = ψχ 0 , where ψ is a (non-matrix) field independent of x − . As the form of Eq. (22) shows, the a p k are transformed under these transformations as charged fields under an Abelian gauge transformation, and the charge is determined by the sign σ. This can also be understood independently from the definition (17) . To see this, notice that the Abelian transformations leave A − invariant. If we take the basis χ p to be completely determined by the configuration of A − , the basis χ p is also invariant under these transformations. It follows from this observation that F p −k transforms as a charged field under the Abelian gauge transformations. We conclude that the components of the light-front Gauss law generate the gauge transformations, which is quite analogous to the situation in the conventional equal time formulation. To finally check the assumption that the components of the Gauss law generate the gauge transformation of all the fields involved, we should find B k in terms of the canonical variables and check that the Poisson brackets between them and the components of the Gauss law generate the gauge transformations of B k . We postpone this check to make the following observations. As the components of the Gauss law generate the gauge transformations of the canonical variables, the Poisson brackets of these components form a closed algebra and commute with the Hamiltonian, because the latter is gauge invariant. Therefore, the lightfront gluodynamics is a generalized dynamical system with first class constraints. This is the main result of the paper. Another observation is that the canonical light-front formulation leads to a natural Abeliazation of the theory. All the non-Abelian transformations act nontrivially only on A − , leaving the rest of the dynamical variables invariant. An Abelian subgroup of the gauge transformations which leaves A − invariant is naturally singled out. The zero mode of the gauge field plays the role of the Abelian gauge field in an Abelian gauge theory with the space-time dimension decreased by one (the x − dimension is "eaten" by the projection on the zero mode). This Abelian gauge field turns out to be nondynamical and expressible in terms of the dynamical variables.
The Zero Mode Equation
We now work out the equation for B k . To this end, we take a variation of the round bracket of Eq. (14) overÃ k , convolute it withχ 0 , and require the convolution to vanish. It gives
where B k is set to zero in the rhs, and ǫ kl is the antisymmetric tensor with ǫ 12 = 1. This is the equation to determine B k . First we note that it gives B k which transforms in the right way under the gauge transformations of the rhs. Second, to solve for B k , we need to invert the operator acting on B k . It is a Schrödinger operator with a positive potential. Thus, it may have a zero eigenvalue only at a p k = 0. In this case, the potential vanishes, and the equation does not restrict the contribution to B k which does not depend on x ⊥ . Though, in this latter case, B k enters the Hamiltonian only via its derivatives over the transverse coordinates. Thus, we conclude that Eq. (23) suffices to determine the Hamiltonian of the light-front gluodynamics.
The Non-Abelian Plane Waves Reduction
Now we turn to the analysis of the reduced dynamics by requiring P − to vanish. To see the restriction this requirement sets on the dynamical variables, consider P − as it is yielded by the Noether procedure:
In terms of the canonical variables, it is
With the zero mode component of the Gauss law (22) and the relationÃ − = √ Lαχ 0 taken into account, it is
where n is related to p by p = 2πn/L + σgα. Thus, we see that vanishing of a p k with p > gα is necessary and sufficient for vanishing of P − . We note in passing that P − is independent of the canonical pair E, A − . A − enters P − only indirectly via the zero mode component of the Gauss law (22) . The latter restricts the possible configurations of a p k . In particular, integrating Eq. (22) over the transverse plane we see that the total sum of the Abelian charges over the transverse plane should vanish all the time. This, in fact, implies that the only a p k which is allowed by the vanishing of P − (p = gα) is forbidden by the Gauss law, because it has definite Abelian charge, and nothing can compensate it. Thus, we conclude that the reduction to the configurations of vanishing P − is equivalent to the reduction to vanishing a p k , i.e., to the reduction from Eq. (20) toÃ k = B kχ0 . This reduction simplifies the action (14) dramatically. The second term of the square bracket vanishes, the round bracket is simplified because E becomes just E + χ 0 ∂ k B k (see Eq. (15) and recall that B k ≡Ã 0 k ),F 12 becomes (∂ 1 B 2 − ∂ 2 B 1 )χ 0 , and the last term of the square bracket becomes (∂ kÃ 0 − ∂ kÃ 0 + ). At no compactification over the x − direction, in the light-cone gaugeÃ − = 0, and at boundary conditions on E at the x − infinity suppressing the zero mode E 0 , the classical equations of the reduced dynamics implied by this action are ∂ −Ã+ = 0, ∆ ⊥Ã+ = 0,Ã k = 0. This reduction of the classical gauge equations is known since the work of Coleman [13] . Thus, we may say that the reduced dynamics of the paper generalizes one of Coleman's non-Abelian plane waves for the case of the compactified x − . Our next aim is to see the Hamiltonian formulation of the paper at work. We will find the quantum spectrum of the non-Abelian plane waves.
To this end, we will work in the gauge D − A + = 0,Ã 0 + = 0, which is the light-front analog of the Weyl gauge. In this gauge, the reduced system is a Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian
Minimization with respect to B k gives
whereĒ
and V ⊥ ≡ dx ⊥ is the volume of the transverse plane. Apart from the Hamiltonian (28), the reduced system is defined by the Gauss law D − E = 0, ∆ ⊥Ã 0 − = 0. Notice that the Hamiltonian vanishes in the limit of the infinite transverse volume on the configurations of E with finite dx ⊥ E 0 , becauseĒ ∼ 1/V ⊥ in this case.
Let us demonstrate that the phase space of the reduced system is parameterized by two variables. One isĒ, another isĀ ≡ dx ⊥Ã0 − /V ⊥ . This is so because of all E p only E 0 is nonzero by the component of the Gauss law D − E = 0, and, under a gauge transformation, E 0 can be shifted by the transverse Laplacian of a gauge parameter field (recall that { ψ∆ ⊥Ã 0 − , E} = −∆ ⊥ ψχ 0 ). Thus, the only piece of E which is simultaneously gauge invariant and allowed by the Gauss law isĒ. The same holds with respect to A − : the only gauge invariant component of A − isÃ 0 − , and it should be independent of the transverse coordinates by the zero mode of the Gauss law. The reduction to a single gauge invariant component is achievable because A − can be transformed toÃ 0 − by a gauge transfromation, and the latter is a gauge invariant expressible in terms of the gauge invariant trace of a Wilson loop.
Notice the specific duality between E and A − : The Gauss law forbids nonzero E p at p = 0, while the gauge invariance admits only constant E 0 ; for A − , the Gauss law and the gauge invariance interchange their roles in the reduction, i.e., the gauge invariance forbids nonzeroÃ p − at nonzero p, while the Gauss law admits only constant contributions toÃ 0 − . In this reasoning, we assumed that the theory is compactified also in the transverse directions x 1,2 .
Thus, we introduce two variables Q ≡Ā − , and P ≡ V ⊥Ē . They suffice to parameterize the phase space of the reduced system, and the normalization is chosen to make them canonically conjugated: {P, Q} = 1. The Hamiltonian (28) in terms of these variables is H red =P 2 /(2V ⊥ ). Notice that V ⊥ plays the role of the mass of a free nonrelativistic particle. The next crucial point is that Q, in fact, should be compactified.
To see this, consider a "large" gauge transformation generated by the Hermitian trace-
Thus, U is indeed a gauge transformation of the compactified theory. Notice that this is not the case for any ω ′ = λω, where λ is noninteger. Because of this, the above transformation cannot be continuously transformed to the trivial transformation. The presence of the "large" gauge transformations in a compactified theory is known since the work [16] . In the context of the light-front formulation, "large" gauge transformations have also been considered in Ref. [7] , and utilized in Ref. [17] for the Schwinger model. The particular "large" gauge transformation we are considering here is a light-front analog of the equal-time finite-volume "central conjugations" of Ref. [18] . It is easy to check that this transformation leaves P invariant, and shifts Q: Q → Q + π/g √ L. Thus, the theory should be invariant with respect to this shift, because it is a remnant gauge transformation. The invariance is achieved by the condition on the wavefunctions in the Q-representation:
where θ is an angle, 0 ≤ θ < 2π, parameterizing the theory. In fact, the allowed values for the θ in Eq. (30) are 0 and π. This is the case because the double action of the above large gauge transformation on the gauge fields leaves both P and Q invariant. To see this, notice that Q is expressible in terms of the trace of a large Wilson loop, and the latter changes its sign under the single action of U. For more explanations, see Refs. [16, 18] . In what follows, we introduce the label e for the superselection sectors of the theory: e = 0 for θ = 0 and e = 1 for θ = π. The notation is in accord with the one of Refs. [16, 18] and is to remind of the connection with the values of the electric flux.
Another way to introduce the above superselection sectors is to notice that Q is restricted by Eq. (19) to its "fundamental modular domain" [19] :
Then, in the sector e = 0 the wave functions are periodic, and in the sector e = 1, antiperiodic:
Condition (32) singles out a discrete spectrum of the admissible values for P :
where n is an integer, and e is either zero or unit "electric flux". Recalling that H red = P 2 /(2V ⊥ ) = P +| (P − =0) , we conclude that the spectrum of P + in the subspace P − = 0 is
(34)
Discussion and Conclusion
Our central result, Eq. (34), shows that the presence of a mass gap in infinite volume theory depends on the ordering of the limiting procedure. If one takes first the limit V ⊥ → ∞ then there is no mass gap, and if one takes first L → ∞ then there is a mass gap. We note that the dependence of the thermodynamic state on the limiting procedure is also present in statistical mechanics, where a non-unique limit is generally associated with some sort of first-order phase transition and may indeed be considered as a possible definition of a phase transition [20] . On a physically motivated way to select the "right" state see Ref. [21] .
Thus, we interpret the nonexistence of the infinite volume limit in our case as the indication of the presence of the first-order phase transition in gluodynamics. This is an acceptable feature in view of the expected presence of the deconfinement phase transition and quarkgluon plasma in QCD [22] . Obviously, significant work is needed to reconcile our approach with what is known about the phase structure of QCD.
Having arrived at such simple spectrum, Eq. (34), could explain how previous approximate treatments yielded results seemingly valid beyond limitations of underlying assumptions [23] .
There is similarity of our results with recent works on Yang-Mills fields decomposition [24, 25] which leads to the Abelian dominance [11] . However, those equal time approaches are linked with choice of a proper gauge [10] or with a nonlocal variable transformation [25] , while we have obtained our results without a gauge fixing in finite volume light-front formulation.
The next steps for development are the generalization to the SU(N) case and the inclusion of fermions. In general, the results for the theory with fermions can differ drastically from pure gauge theory such as the gluodynamics considered here.
Note that the finite volume light-front formulation may play an important role for string theory, where one has to quantize a compactified theory. Since we have obtained a light-front formulation without a gauge fixing and in finite volume our results can stimulate a deeper understanding of a relation with novel M-theory developments [5] .
To conclude, we gave a canonical formulation of the light-front SU(2) gluodynamics without a gauge fixing. The Gauss law was determined and the system was qualified as a generalized dynamical system with first class constraints. The spectrum (34) of the lightfront Hamiltonian P + was determined in the subspace of zero P − for the case of the theory compactified on a torus. An unexpected feature of the spectrum is that the distance between the levels of P + may vanish in the limit of infinite volume, depending on the way the limit is taken. This suggests the possibility of the presence of massless states in certain "phases" of the infinite volume theory obtained via the limiting procedures with the vanishing quantum of P + . There are obvious possibilities to further develop the formalism: to generalize for SU(N), to include fermions, to develop the perturbation theory in various gauges at finite and at infinite volume, etc. Some of these problems will be addressed in Ref. [26] .
